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The words luxury and uniqueness have always gone together side by side when it comes to India
tour packages. From the earliest of time India has been known for its mega rich Nawabs, Rulers and
basically a very wealthy upper class. The same luxurious elements of the Indian hospitality sector
have been carried down the years for generations. Now that the world has set foot into the 21st
century with a stronghold, so have those luxuries in the diverse country. There are many tour
packages that are available to you around the world that are dedicated in offering you only the finest
and most exquisite services in the whole world, directed towards India. Tour packages for India are
one of the finest experiences tourists get to encounter as they explore the luxuries at hand. India as
a country itself is poised with culture and richness with old and vibrant traditions. The most famous
tours include North India, South India, the Golden Triangle tour and even the wildlife tours.

India is absolutely beautiful country, hence the place offers you some of the best travel destinations
in the world that allow you to explore the various cultures, traditions and the evergreen vegetation
that has prospered out here for millennia. Due to the nature of this wonderful country, there are
several places you can choose from, as far as your tourist destination is concerned. Places like Goa
make the perfect luxurious holiday destinations in India and as a matter of fact, the tour packages
are costly either. It is one of the most popular beach side coastal paradises in the entire world. No
wonder in attracts millions every year. If the party scene is not for you, you can go for the more laid
back by choosing one of the other tours that offer you to spend time in the royal cities of Jaipur,
Jodhpur, Ajmer, Jaisalmer and Udaipur, which are the most favoured destinations in the whole of
India.

Due to the enormous size of the vast country that India is, you will find difference in traditions,
colours, and festivals in every direction you go. Thus if you plan to experience all of this in one
single tour, it is absolutely impossible. For this reason there are tour packages for each region in
this country. For example if you want to visit Delhi, or Jaipur or Arga, or all of these places together,
you can take the awesome India luxury tour packages present for these cities, which is also known
as the golden triangle tours. This triangle is the combination of the three most spectacular cities in
the north of India, Delhi, Jaipur and Agra. All three combine together to make the golden triangle
tour and make it one of the most luxurious tours you might ever take. One that takes these amazing
tours gets to see most of the magnificent monuments that the Mughals built during their rule over
India. On the other hand the tours in the south offer you a wide array of wildlife to stunning beaches.
You will find temples and amazing architectures in every nook and corner of the country in the
south. South India is such a region of the world that you have to visit, at least once in your life
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